LOW WAGE WORKFORCE


This book explores the possible economic implications of large shifts in the supply of foreign-born, hired farm labour that could result from substantial changes in U.S. immigration laws or policies. Hired labour is an important input to U.S. agricultural production, accounting for about 17 percent of variable production expenses and about 40 percent of such expenses for fruit, vegetables, and nursery products. Over the past 15 years, roughly half of the hired labourers employed in U.S. crop agriculture have lacked the immigration status needed to work legally in the United States. Thus, changes in immigration laws or policies could lead to markedly different economic outcomes in the agricultural sector and the market for hired farm labour. The same is generally true for other economic sectors that rely on large numbers of unauthorised workers.


In this 2013 report, the authors offer a unified analysis of the growth of low-skill service occupations between 1980 and 2005 and the concurrent polarization of US employment and wages. They hypothesize that polarization stems from the interaction between consumer preferences, which favor variety over specialization, and the falling cost of automating routine, codifiable job tasks. Applying a spatial equilibrium model, they corroborate four implications of this hypothesis. Local labor markets that specialized in routine tasks differentially adopted information technology, reallocated low-skill labor into service occupations (employment polarization), experienced earnings growth at the tails of the distribution (wage polarization), and received inflows of skilled labor.


This paper demonstrates that immigration decisions depend on local labor market conditions by documenting the change in low-skill immigrant inflows in response to supply increases among the US-born. Using pre-reform welfare participation rates as an instrument for changes in native labor supply, Cadena finds that immigrants competing with native entrants systematically prefer cities with smaller supply shocks. The extent of the response is substantial: for each native woman working due to reform, 0.5 fewer female immigrants enter the local labor force. These results provide direct evidence that international migration flows tend to equilibrate returns across US local labor markets.
This paper demonstrates that low-skilled Mexican-born immigrants' location choices in the U.S. respond strongly to changes in local labor demand, and that this geographic elasticity helps equalize spatial differences in labor market outcomes for low-skilled native workers, who are much less responsive. Authors leverage the wage rigidity that occurred during Great Recession to identify the severity of local downturns, and these results confirm the standard finding that high-skilled populations are quite geographically responsive to employment opportunities while low-skilled populations are much less so. However, low-skilled immigrants, primarily those from Mexico, respond even more strongly than high-skilled native-born workers. These results are robust to a wide variety of controls, a pre-recession falsification test, and two instrumental variables strategies. A novel empirical test reveals that natives living in cities with a substantial Mexican-born population are insulated from the effects of local labor demand shocks compared to those in cities with few Mexicans.


This presentation presents data from the National Agricultural Worker Survey (NAWS). NAWS is a nationally representative random sample survey of hired crop farm workers sponsored by the U.S. Department of Labor and conducted by JBS International, Aguirre Division. NAWS collects demographic, employment, and health information directly from farm workers through face-to-face interviews. Various Federal agencies use NAWS information for program design and evaluation purposes. The presentation presents data for national level findings dealing with legal status, migrant types, employer type and number; Mexico Sending Regions and Farm Worker Characteristics, and U.S. Migrant Streams and Farm Worker Characteristics.


Nationals of Haiti are currently ineligible to participate in the United States’ H-2A and H-2B low-skill temporary work visa programs. Haitians’ average standard of living fell steadily—by half—between 1970 and the 2010 earthquake, after which it fell even further. Even if Haiti experienced Chinese levels of economic growth starting today, it would be generations before most Haitian workers had opportunities allowing them to escape destitution. Allowing Haiti to participate in the H-2 nonimmigrant visa programs would create rare and substantial economic opportunity for Haiti while complementing U.S. relief efforts there.

This report, published jointly with the Partnership for a New American Economy, attempts to answer the following question by looking at the case of North Carolina farms: In agriculture, do immigrants create jobs or take jobs away? By analyzing data from North Carolina farms, Michael Clemens argues that foreign agriculture workers fill jobs that native workers do not, and that by filling these jobs, foreign workers benefit North Carolina’s economy and create jobs for Americans. Many of North Carolina’s leading farms band together each year to apply collectively as the North Carolina Growers Association (NCGA) for H-2A visas—temporary visas for foreign seasonal farm workers. The NCGA actively recruits native workers to fill the jobs and tracks its efforts to do so. Its data create a clear picture of the extent to which native workers want farm jobs and allow us to estimate the economic benefit of filling farm jobs with foreign seasonal farm workers.


Using 1989-2006 National Agricultural Workers Survey (NAWS) data, this study draws together complementary institutional elements—nativity, legal status of immigrants, and method of pay, to study why foreign-born workers are paid lower wages. A wage equation and a selection equation for the choice of compensation method are jointly estimated first. Results show that pay is a function of the crops and tasks workers are engaged in. Workers paid by the hour earn less regardless of nativity and legal status. Interestingly, if authorized workers have the education profile of the native born, their pay advantage will be enhanced. If authorized foreign-born workers move to hourly rate pay jobs, they will lose their pay advantage compared to the native-born; if unauthorized workers move to these jobs, they will be disadvantaged even more; and, the wage penalty to being in hourly pay schemes is larger for unauthorized foreign-born workers if they have the same wage factors as the other two groups.


The welfare states of north-western Europe are discovering that their desire of the past three decades to restrict labor immigration as much as possible is no longer 'in sync' with changing labor market demands, which are growing both for the highly skilled and the unskilled. In order to satisfy the demand for unskilled labor, schemes are being proposed that would allow for circular migration. The European Commission is a forceful promoter of these schemes. Member states such as the Netherlands are also considering modes by which to allow temporary unskilled labor migration, but seem intent on employing regulatory tools that are not very different from those used in the 'guest worker' era, which brought about large-scale settlement. Up to the present time, the resulting ethnic minority groups are the subject of large integration efforts on the part of the receiving states. This begs the question of the extent to which 'circular migration' would be different from 'guest worker' schemes, in its management and its outcomes.
The Employment and Training Administration’s Office of Foreign Labor Certification (OFLC) has developed a new web-based tool, the H-2A Job Registry, allowing the public to search and retrieve temporary agricultural jobs with unprecedented ease and timeliness. This new tool was developed to comply with the Department’s new H-2A regulations implemented on March 15, 2010, and is fully integrated into the OFLC’s iCERT Visa Portal System (http://icert.doleta.gov). For the first time, U.S. workers and organizations representing farmworkers will have convenient access to learn about temporary agricultural jobs accepted by the OFLC through a single public location and searchable along a series of common data points. The H-2A Job Registry will display all active agricultural jobs until 50% of the period of employment has elapsed as well as an archive of certified agricultural jobs for up to 5 years.


The authors of this study estimate the effect of legalization on the wages and benefits of foreign-born agricultural workers. Using data from the National Agricultural Workers Survey, they employ propensity score matching techniques to compare legal permanent residents in the United States with an appropriate control group of undocumented workers. Consistent with previous findings, the study shows that becoming a legal permanent resident results in a modest wage gain of about 5%. Further, the authors provide novel evidence that, in addition to higher wages, legalization leads to a significantly higher likelihood of receiving some other form of compensation, such as employer-sponsored health insurance or a monetary bonus.


This book addresses the ways employers in American industries use race, gender, ethnicity, and institutions of the state and the church to manipulate workers' networks and communities, and ultimately, to control the supplies and characteristics of their labor. Griffith focuses on the labor processes in the seafood and poultry processing industries, paying particular attention to the growing use of new immigrant workers, women, and minority workers. He traces relationships between capitalist expansion overseas in peasant and tribal societies and evolving labor practices of "advanced" capitalism in the United States. As such, his work offers a critique of conventional, neoclassical economic approaches to the study of labor.
Today managed migration is growing in North America. This mirrors the general growth of migration from poorer to richer countries, with upward of 200 million people now living outside their natal countries. Faced with this phenomenon, managed migration allows nation-states to regulate those population movements, direct foreign nationals to specific, identified economic sectors that citizens are less likely to care about, match employers who claim labor shortages with workers who are highly motivated to work, and offer people from poorer countries the opportunities of higher earnings abroad through temporary absence from their families and homelands. Characterized like this, managed migration sounds like the ideal alternative to unregulated, undocumented migration, which too often results in family separations, wage theft and other abuses, interior bordering and anti-immigrant sentiments, increased state expenditures for border patrols and immigration enforcement, and effectively orphaned children when parents are deported. Unfortunately, as the contributors to (Mis)managing Migration describe, managed migration does not always work on the ground as well as it does on paper.

http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,uid&db=aph&AN=70924529&site=ehost-live&scope=site

The article discusses the relationship between the economic impact of U.S. immigration on the U.S. as a welfare state. Particular focus is given to contending that U.S. immigrants do not impose a long-term economic burden on the U.S. taxpayer, although the author acknowledges low-skilled immigrant workers impose a net cost on the U.S. government. An overview of the costs that U.S. immigrants impose on the U.S. government, including their impact on social security, health care and the educational system, is presented.

http://lawreview.vermontlaw.edu/files/2012/02/guerra.pdf

This paper argues that the modern H-2A program continues servitude conditions in the agricultural industry that have their roots in slavery. Part I of this article addresses the history of Mexican farm labor in the United States, including the current H-2A agricultural guestworker program. Part II discusses the alleged rights of the H-2A program by reviewing the applicable federal labor laws and regulations. Part III illustrates the realities and abuses within the H-2A program and compares the forms of exploitation and control existing during the age of slavery to those used in the H-2A program today to control Mexican workers in North Carolina. Part IV briefly reviews other legal problems associated with the H-2A program, including the constitutionality of the AWPA exclusion, violation of international laws, and illegal immigration.

The report’s authors provide direct tests of both models of attitude formation using an original survey experiment embedded in a nationwide U.S. survey. The labor market competition model predicts that natives will be most opposed to immigrants who have skill levels similar to their own. They find instead that both low-skilled and highly skilled natives strongly prefer highly skilled immigrants over low-skilled immigrants, and this preference is not decreasing in natives' skill levels. The fiscal burden model anticipates that rich natives oppose low-skilled immigration more than poor natives, and that this gap is larger in states with greater fiscal exposure (in terms of immigrant access to public services). Authors find instead that rich and poor natives are equally opposed to low-skilled immigration in general. In states with high fiscal exposure, poor (rich) natives are more (less) opposed to low-skilled immigration than they are elsewhere.


This paper provides a description of important steps in the mechanization of U.S. fruit and vegetable harvesting, which can be hard, backbreaking work, and in addition, the risk of falling is significant for hand-harvesting fruit trees from ladders. Switching to mechanical harvesting frequently requires the transformation of a farming operation, e.g., new crop varieties, new field configurations, and new packing processes. In addition, a significant capital outlay is frequently required. Progress in mechanization varies a great deal across fruit and vegetable crops.


The authors’ findings point to several reason why the perception persists that most immigrants are low-skilled. They make up an increasing share of the low-skilled labor force as the share of U.S.-born workers with no high school degree dwindles. In 1994, 73% of the working-age adults without a high school degree were born in the United States; 15 years later, U.S.-born residents made up only 53% of those without a high school degree. In addition, lower-skilled immigrants dominate flows into new destinations, and the visibility of these newcomers changes the dynamic in areas that have never dealt with immigration. This group of new immigrants is more likely to be from Latin America, less likely to speak English well, and more likely to be unauthorized. These prominent features have received a lot of attention from local leaders and media alike, and usually not the favorable kind.

This paper reviews the evidence on the effects of less-skilled immigration to the U.S., and considers the implications of this evidence for immigration reform ideas. It begins with a review of the costs of less-skilled immigration, in terms of competition to native-born American workers and fiscal costs; as well as the benefits of such immigration in the form of lower prices to consumers, higher profits for employers, and greater efficiency for the U.S. economy. The paper then reviews various reform ideas that have been proposed in Congress in recent years, and also considers a range of other ideas, that would likely raise the net benefits associated with less-skilled immigration to the U.S.


This paper shows that the immigration of some low-skilled workers can be of advantage for low-skilled natives when the host economy suffers from unemployment due to the presence of trade unions and an unemployment insurance scheme. This benefit arises if trade unions have appropriate bargaining power and preferences for members’ income, labor market discrimination against immigrants is strong enough and the unemployed tax rate is low.


The report analyzes the labor standards enforcement record of the Clinton, Bush, and Obama administrations and argues that enforcement of labor laws should become a higher priority, particularly amid high rates of unemployment and underemployment. It asks whether enforcement could play a role in reducing unauthorized employment and illegal immigration, and details the elements necessary for an effective labor standards enforcement system and proposes a way forward. The report concludes that labor standards enforcement should become a pillar of immigration policymaking. The fact that many unauthorized immigrants work in jobs not covered by federal labor standards places them in jeopardy, drives down wages and working conditions for other employees, and undermines the U.S. labor standards enforcement as a whole. Strengthened and well-enforced standards could safeguard vulnerable workers, while ensuring that scofflaw employers do not benefit at the expense of companies that are complying with the rules.
Immigration is not typically considered a regulatory policy topic, but immigration statutes regulate the supply of workers -- both permanent and temporary -- to the American labor market. Congress and the US Customs and Immigration Service shape the hurdles that migrants must jump to enter and maintain residence in the US each year. The political glue that keeps immigration reform "comprehensive" is the push to expand visas for high-skilled workers. Restrictions on voting based on education levels are today considered abhorrent. And yet, on questions of citizenship and residence, it is a foregone conclusion for much of the public, and even more policymakers and analysts, that special accommodations should be made for people with high skill levels and their families. Unfortunately, most current efforts to rectify the problem of special treatment for high-skilled migrants rely on the creation of new regulatory authority to determine whether or not an occupation is experiencing a labor shortage.


This report is intended as a resource for policymakers, advocates, and workers, all of whom have a vital role to play in building a strong economy. The report documents how, in sectors from manufacturing to food processing to hospitality, employers can treat H-2B guestworkers as the ultimate source of cheap, exploitable labor. Leveling the Playing Field makes the following recommendations, which constitute fundamental protections that all guestworkers, including H-2B workers and the U.S. workers who work beside them, should be afforded: Workers should have the right to organize without fear of retaliation; Employers should be prohibited from using guestworkers as cheap and exploitable alternatives to U.S. workers; employers should not subject guestworkers to human trafficking; and employers should be subject to meaningful government enforcement and community oversight.


This study provides a dynamic account of the employment competition between Latino immigrant and black workers in the context of an emerging immigrant gateway: the Atlanta Metropolitan Statistical Area. This study identifies occupational niches that Latino immigrants and black workers heavily concentrate for years 1990, 2000, and 2008. Occupational-level composition and wage models are also estimated to test for the impact Latino immigration might have on black workers. Both black workers and Latino immigrant workers became increasingly concentrated in a few occupations between 1990 and 2008. While Latino immigrants have entered several historically black occupational niches, no downward pressure on the wage growth of blacks in the same occupation is observed. As immigrants become increasingly clustered in manual-intensive craftsmen, operative, and farm occupations, blacks gravitate toward the better-paid and language-intensive sales, clerical, and service occupations, forming a segmented low-skill labor market. The reinforcement of their respective niches also tends to create closure to the other groups and intensify within-group competition.

This paper sets out the growth of the H-2A workforce as an issue to be explained because there has been little recognition that it has become a more important source of labor supply. Much of the literature focuses on abuses of labor rights among this workforce or its relationship to the unauthorized and surrounding community. Another literature evaluates the relationship of the H-2A to agricultural labor shortages and similarities of the H-2A program to the evolution of modern-day guestworker programs in Europe and elsewhere (Jensen 2007). The focus in this paper, in contrast, is not on the concomitant issues surrounding the H-2A workforce, but more straightforwardly on a demographic evaluation of its growth. The analysis should demonstrate that the H-2A program is no longer a backwater and is worthy of the increasing amount of attention it is receiving.

http://aepp.oxfordjournals.org/content/32/2/232.short

Over half of the hired workers employed on U.S. crop farms have been unauthorized to work since the mid-1990s, thereby increasing risk for employers if increased immigration law enforcement reduces the availability and raises the cost of farm labor. Immigration reform that legalizes farm workers could speed exits from the farm workforce, thus putting upward pressure on farm wages. Better enforcement of existing immigration laws would reduce the supply of farm workers, also putting upward pressure on wages. Producer response to higher wages depends, in part, on the availability of guest workers and alternatives to hand labor such as labor-saving machinery.


This report assesses trends in U.S., Central American, and Mexican agriculture and their implications for farm labor markets, including the demand for skills and its effects on education and workforce development. The demand as well as the supply side of the North American farm labor market is evolving. Access to an abundant supply of low-wage labor predominantly from Mexico has long been the comparative advantage of U.S. agriculture. The authors examine the changes in the volume and composition of production and trade, the supermarket revolution in Latin America, training and education changes, and the implications of these changes on workers and migration. If episodes of labor scarcity increase and more pressure is put on seasonal farm worker wages, there will be more incentives for labor-saving mechanization and management strategies and would raise the possibility of recruiting workers from Asia.
http://ir.lawnet.fordham.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4781&context=flr

This report argues that the Department Of Labor’s (DOL) approach incorrectly concludes that the expenses of H-2B visas are primarily for the benefit of the employer, unnecessarily imposes increased labor costs on H-2B employers already suffering from a stagnant economy, and fails to properly protect H-2B employees. The H-2B program appears in need of reform, but the changes advanced by the DOL are off target and potentially disastrous for H-2B participants. This report concludes that a more effective policy to curb employee abuse, while also limiting the cost of employer participation, would be to require more transparency in the recruitment process and to provide for visa portability in the event of labor violations. Though purporting to protect “our Nation’s most vulnerable workers,” the DOL’s shift in policy will put unnecessary burdens on seasonal businesses and will place domestic and H-2B employees at risk of losing their jobs. Part I of this report provides a brief overview of both the H-2 temporary guestworker program and the FLSA—including their history, purposes, and interaction. Part II analyses the conflicting interpretations of the FLSA’s reimbursement requirements for H-2B employers. Finally, Part III argues that the DOL is incorrectly interpreting these requirements, and offers an alternative solution to the problem of potential employee abuse.


The purpose of this paper is to analyze the role of employers as “institutional” factors in the creation of segmentation in the labor market. Industrial structure defines segments of the labor market (the employer) based on the nature of demand, and with the impact on the individual workers or groups based on their personal characteristics. Empirical work is within the Dublin labor market, which experienced the largest increase in availability of migrant workers under immigration policies of the Celtic Tiger state. Semi-structured interviews reinforce state policies as key institutional factor underlying migrant labor trends and experiences, but perspectives of the employers in low-end service industries reveal additional insights. In attempting to understand labor market processes and the creation of segmentation there needs to be a triangulation of processes of supply, demand and state policies; and employers are key players in shaping demand and exploiting supply trends.


This report, a product of interviews with current and former H-2A workers, information from media exposés, lawsuits against H-2A employers, and the experiences of workers and advocates over the past 30 years, demonstrates that: Guest worker programs drive down wages and working conditions of U.S. workers and deprive foreign workers of economic bargaining power and the opportunity to gain political representation. The H-2A program’s protections for U.S. workers and against exploitation of guest workers by employers are modest; in fact, they are similar to those in the Bracero program (1942-1964), which was terminated due to its notorious labor abuses. Once an employer decides to enter the H-2A program, the law creates incentives to prefer guest workers over U.S. workers. For example, the employer must pay Social Security and unemployment taxes on U.S. workers’ wages but is exempt from paying these taxes on guest workers’ wages. The H-2A recruitment system has led to numerous documented cases of debt-peonage, human trafficking, and forced labor.

The brief highlights a number of major policy issues related to the requirements for employers, numerical limits, and employment standards. Specifically, the brief emphasizes some rather contentious issues related to inconsistent prevailing wage determinations; recruitment requirements for employers; numerical caps; portability; and violations of labor standards. In addition, the brief finds that one of the key drivers of illegal immigration is the absence of a meaningful year-round employment-based visa for low-skilled workers and notes that at present, the only permanent visa for low-skilled workers is capped at a mere 5,000 annually. Although the creation of a new visa program for low-skilled workers gives rise to a number of difficult questions related to eligibility, duration, and design, the brief finds that the recent agreement between the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the AFL-CIO puts new momentum behind the debate.


This paper presents a case study, drawing from agriculture, that examines if and how minimum wage laws affect uncovered workers. Analysis examines wages and hours worked as functions of federal and state minimum wages, using data from a nationally and regionally representative survey of employed farm workers. Results suggest wage increases for both covered and uncovered workers, greatest gains to those who are formally covered, and gains not being at the expense of hours worked.


This paper studies relationships between wage contracts, legal status, and poverty using representative survey of employed farmworkers which includes detailed information of legal status, including whether a worker is illegal. Results indicate that while piecerate workers earn more per hour on average, they work fewer hours and face greater poverty risk than their timerate counterparts. Furthermore, foreign-born workers, especially those who are illegal, are overrepresented in piecerate positions, and national and regional analysis shows that the effect of piecerate pay on poverty is positive and correlated with being foreign-born.
Guest workers have provided a source of agricultural labor supply in many countries. Recent legislative proposals on immigration reform in the United States have renewed discussions about the role of guest worker programs, and highlighted the arguments for and against such programs. Even within the agricultural sector, there has not been strong broad-based support for an expansion in the number of guest workers. A model is developed that considers competing interests between commodity groups (horticulture crops and grain crops) to explain this lack of support, and then a series of simulations are conducted to highlight the possible economic effects of an expanded guest worker program. Results suggest that an increase in the labor supply would lead to much larger welfare gains for horticultural producers and firms in the supporting input markets. Furthermore, under some conditions, simulation outcomes show how an increase in the labor supply may lead to small welfare losses for both producers and input suppliers in grain markets.


This is the transcript testimony of Chatherine K. Ruckelshaus, the General Counsel of the National Employment Law Project, before the U.S. Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions and the Subcommittee on Employment and Workplace Safety. He testimony updates what she presented in 2010, describing independent contractor misclassification and its impacts on workers, on state and federal government coffers, and on law-abiding employers. Ruckelshaus recommends endorsing a bill that “would amend the Internal Revenue Code to modify the rules giving employers a ‘safe harbor’ when they misclassify employees, and would permit the IRS to issue guidance on the subject” as well as more “support...[for] federal criminal prosecutions for egregious violators of federal criminal laws, including the failure to report currency transactions, mail and wire fraud, and tax fraud.”


This report looks into the impact H-2B visas and related legislation has had upon the agricultural labor. The report highlights and argues the following points: The popularity of the H-2B program for temporary, seasonal, non-agricultural guestworkers has soared from just 15,706 visas issued in 1997 to an all-time high of 129,547 in 2007. The Save Our Small and Seasonal Business Act (SOSSBA) passed by Congress in 2005 provided an exemption for returning H-2B workers so that they would not count toward the annual 66,000 cap on H-2B visas. Use of the H-2B program has morphed from its original intent to help employers that need seasonal and/or temporary workers. The majority of the program’s current users are neither small nor seasonal employers, but rather mid- to large-sized companies and recruiters that petition for H-2Bs to work for 10 months out of the year, year after year.

The employment to population rate of high school–aged youth has fallen by about 20 percentage points since the late 1980s. One potential explanation is increased competition from substitutable labor, such as immigrants. The author claims to demonstrate that the increase in the population of less educated immigrants has had a considerably more negative effect on employment outcomes for native youth than for native adults. The claims are based on the following two factors: there is greater overlap between the jobs that youth and less educated adult immigrants traditionally do, and youth labor supply appears more responsive to immigration-induced wage changes.


This article analyses the failures of law and policy that have left many full-time workers in poverty, proposes an agenda for change for both U.S. and immigrant workers, and notes the areas in which some of the bills considered in the 109th Congress succeeded (and failed) in considering these core labor principles.


GAO recommends that (1) Labor and DHS use their new electronic application systems to collect data on reasons applications are delayed and use this information to improve the timeliness of application processing; (2) Labor allow employers to submit one application for groups of similar workers needed in a single season; and (3) Labor review and revise, as appropriate, its guidance to states regarding methods for determining the acceptability of employment practices in employers’ applications. DHS and Labor agreed with the recommendation to collect additional data and Labor agreed with the recommendation to update its guidance. Labor disagreed with the recommendation it allow employers to apply once per season. GAO believes the recommendation is still valid and that a single application does not preclude timely testing of the labor market as workers are needed.


GAO reviewed 10 closed cases over the last 5 years that involved H-2B employers and recruiters that violated various labor laws or settled allegations of violations outside of court. These 10 cases involved diverse employers in different industries with employees in 29 states with violations in areas such as employers failing to pay promised wages, overtime, or both; employers charging H-2B workers exorbitant fees; and employers and recruiters submitting fraudulent documentation to government officials. GAO personnel found that most recruiters they called or visited posing as prospective H-2B employers and workers did not encourage our undercover agents to violate program rules. Of the 18 recruiters in multiple states we contacted, 15 appropriately did not offer any advice on violating H-2B program rules. However, during three calls, H-2B recruiters did provide suggestions on how to circumvent program rules, such as providing "good excuses" to help "weed out" prospective U.S. workers or recouping costs through "off-the-book" transactions to avoid restrictions on pay deductions.
This study examines the effects of local immigration enforcement efforts on U.S. agriculture in dozens of U.S. counties from 2002–2010 by using variations in the timing of adoption of 287(g) programs, which permit local police to enforce immigration law. Difference-in-differences models using microdata from the American Community Survey (2005–2010 waves) and county tabulations from the Census of Agriculture (1997, 2002, and 2007) yield robust evidence that county enforcement efforts have reduced immigrant presence in adopting jurisdictions. The authors also find evidence that wages of farm workers, patterns of farm labor use, output choices, and farm profitability may have been affected in a manner consistent with farm labor shortages.

http://digitalcommons.ilr.cornell.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1206&context=key_workplace

Trends in the agricultural labor market generally do not suggest the existence of a nationwide shortage of domestically available farmworkers, in part because the government’s databases cover authorized and unauthorized employment. (This finding does not preclude the possibility of spot agricultural labor shortages, however.) Hired and contract farm employment did not show the same upward trend of total U.S. employment during the robust expansion of the 1990s. The length of time hired farmworkers are employed has changed little or decreased over the years, depending on the measure examined. Their unemployment rate has varied little and remains well above the overall average. Underemployment among farmworkers also remains substantial. And, although two data series show different levels and trends in the wages of field workers, they do concur that these agricultural employees earn little more than 50 cents for every dollar paid to other employees in the private sector.

http://www.cipa.cornell.edu/engagement/capstone/upload/PublicEngagement_Capstone_AFLCIO_1Link.pdf

The Cornell Institute for Public Affairs (CIPA) domestic Capstone course was tasked with researching and analysing the H-1b, H-2A, H-2B visa program for the AFL-CIO. The class was divided into three respective research groups to study the three visa programs. The groups provide recommendations for improving the integrity of each visa.
The H-2 program, originally based in Florida, is the longest running labor-importation program in the country. Over the course of a quarter-century of research, Griffith studied rural labor processes and their national and international effects. In this book, he examines the socioeconomic effects of the H-2 program on both the areas where the laborers work and the areas they are from, and, taking a uniquely humanitarian stance, he considers the effects of the program on the laborers themselves.


The H-2B program allows employers to bring low-skilled foreign workers into the United States to fill temporary and seasonal jobs in sectors other than agriculture. Large and small employers in every state and in a wide variety of industries turn to the program when they cannot hire enough U.S. workers. H-2B visa holders play a small role in the U.S. economy. The number of visas is capped at 66,000 per year, and H-2B workers account for less than one-tenth of one percent of total U.S. employment. Despite the small size of the program, many employers who use it say their businesses would have to downsize or close if H-2B workers were not available. And H-2B visas are essential to several regional seasonal industries that sustain the economy in their states: seafood processing on Maryland’s Eastern Shore, restaurants and inns on Nantucket and ski resorts in Colorado, among other businesses.


This GAO report focuses on recommendations to the Department of Labor, calling for increased accuracy, consistency, and transparency of data released relating to temporary H-2A visas. GAO found that much of the data Labor reported from applications submitted on behalf of multiple employers for this same period contained inconsistencies and that Labor lacked internal controls to monitor and prevent these inconsistencies. To inform users of the data's reliability and completeness and to improve the quality of future data, GAO recommends that Labor take steps to disclose the limitations of the H-2A data it posts on its website, and that Labor verify the data provided on multi-employer applications.


This study was done in response to perceived and experienced inefficiencies and delays affecting employers and applicants during the H-2A visa application process. GAO was asked to examine (1) any aspects of the application process that present challenges to agricultural employers, and (2) how federal agencies have addressed any employer challenges with the application process. GAO analyzed Labor and DHS data; interviewed agency officials and employer representatives; and conducted site visits in New York, North Carolina, and Washington. The report offers specific recommendations to improve the timeliness and efficiency of application processing.
This report explores the possible economic implications of large shifts in the supply of foreign-born, hired farm labor that could result from substantial changes in U.S. immigration laws or policies. A computable general equilibrium (CGE) model of the U.S. economy is used to evaluate how changes in the supply of foreign-born labor might affect all sectors of the economy, including agriculture. Two scenarios are considered: an increase in the number of temporary nonimmigrant, foreign-born farmworkers, such as those admitted under the H-2A Temporary Agricultural Program, and a decrease in the number of unauthorized workers in all sectors of the economy. Longrun economic outcomes for agricultural output and exports, wages and employment levels, and national income accruing to U.S.-born and foreign-born, permanent resident workers in these two scenarios are compared with a base forecast reflecting current immigration laws and policies.


The U.S. and world populations are expected to grow by approximately 30% by the year 2050, and world real income per capita is expected to grow by 98%. Population and income growth translates into rapid growth in the demand for high-valued food—e.g., meat, fish, fresh fruits, and vegetables—and for feed for livestock. These changes will place increasing demands on arable land and freshwater. Moreover, climate change threatens to shift the comparative advantage for crop and livestock production farther away from the equator and toward more northerly areas in the Northern Hemisphere as well as to increase the variability of local weather conditions. Although agricultural productivity growth during the last two decades of the twentieth century was sizable in developed countries and in some developing countries, they built on past investments in agricultural research. Worldwide and in the United States, however, investments in public agricultural research have slowed since 1980.
Nonimmigrants are foreign nationals granted temporary admission into the United States. The major purposes for which nonimmigrant admission may be authorized include temporary visits for business or pleasure, academic or vocational study, temporary employment, or to act as a representative of a foreign government or international organization. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) collects information on the characteristics of certain nonimmigrant admissions from I-94 arrival records. This Office of Immigration Statistics Annual Flow Report presents information gathered from I-94s on the number and characteristics of nonimmigrant admissions to the United States in 2012.

In order for you to come to the United States lawfully as a nonimmigrant to work temporarily in the United States your prospective employer must generally file a nonimmigrant petition on your behalf with USCIS. The main nonimmigrant temporary worker classifications are listed in the table below. For more information about the filing requirements for particular nonimmigrant classifications, see the specific classification links under “Temporary Workers” to the left.
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